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Washington Post: What do you think of financing the health-care bill with a tax on the wealthiest 

Americans? 
 
Tax increases are a recipe for wrecking health-care reform and the economy simultaneously. They would 
increase unemployment, decrease incomes, push up short-term health-care spending and leave long-
term spending unscathed. Plus, the whole contraption rests on a spurious definition of who is and is not 
wealthy, doing its inequitable worst to small business owners and employees. 
 
Let's begin with the spurious "wealthiest Americans:" 75 percent of small business owners (S corps, 
partnerships, sole proprietors) report business earnings on their individual income taxes. Typically, they 
reinvest the after-tax portion back into their firms to expand markets, hire employees, build facilities 
and buy supplies. For many, these new taxes would sap their biggest funding source, choking business 
growth and job creation. Bad idea in good times; terrible idea in a deep recession.  
 
This tax most severely damages those firms experiencing the greatest success and producing the most 
new jobs. One-third of small business owners employing 20 to 200 employees earn more than $250,000 
(after taxes and expenses). This bill effectively tells them, "Slow down. Don't grow. Don't create so many 
jobs." Even if an owner takes home very little and plows the lion's share into new jobs, this bill treats 
him as if he's the guy on the Monopoly board with cash flying out of tuxedo pockets. 
 
In the short-term, the House bill would drive health-care utilization and prices upward. In the long-term, 
the bill would do little or nothing to push expenditures downward. The House should examine how the 
2006 Massachusetts reforms are unraveling. The Bay State sought universal coverage while giving 
consumers and providers no incentive to economize. This coverage-before-cost gambit now imperils the 
state's fiscal stability and the state is beginning to dismember health-care reform itself.  
 
President Obama calls the rapid rise in health-care costs "a threat to our economy" and a "ticking time 
bomb for the federal budget." The House Bill's tax increases would mainly serve to speed up the ticking. 
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